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(THE BRESLOV SIDDUR SET (BLUE)

This siddur set, with English translation by a world-renowned lecturer and teacher, was designed not just as a prayer book, but as a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers. These beautifully designed masterpieces contain all weekday, Shabbat and Holiday prayers in Hebrew, according to Nusach Sefard, with English translation. The clear, lucid translation includes inserted words or phrases to clarify the meaning and greatly expand comprehension and awareness.

They also include extensive introductions and insights on the prayers from Rebbe Nachman, Reb Noson, and many other commentators, to help the reader experience new vitality and sweetness in prayer.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪211.00 :Price

(THE BRESLOV SIDDUR SET (BORDEAUX)

This siddur set, with English translation by a world-renowned lecturer and teacher, was designed not just as a prayer book, but as a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers. These beautifully designed masterpieces contain all weekday, Shabbat and Holiday prayers in Hebrew, according to Nusach Sefard, with English translation. The clear, lucid translation includes inserted words or phrases to clarify the meaning and greatly expand comprehension and awareness.

They also include extensive introductions and insights on the prayers from Rebbe Nachman, Reb Noson, and many other commentators, to help the reader experience new vitality and sweetness in prayer.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪211.00 :Price
THE PERSONAL PRAYER SET

The following four books are major tools, guidelines and examples on how to express yourself before Hashem:

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM - selected examples from the book of Psalms - itself which show how to express your heart before Hashem

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS - a step-by-step guide on how to consistently and successfully do hitbodedut daily, with tons of examples of different modes of expression

THE FLAME OF THE HEART - selected relevant prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot giving us an opening and example of how to express oneself openly before Hashem

ENTERING THE LIGHT - selected prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot on the highlight festivals of the entire year, giving us a means to express our joy and yearning in experiencing these special moments of the year

THE POWER OF PSALMS - 1 + 2

Saying Tehillim (Psalms) is an age-old Jewish practice. The image of the well-worn volume soaked with a mother’s tears accompanies many children as they grow up. Individuals, congregations and entire communities say Tehillim to evoke merit for the sick, those in danger, the childless, and many others. Psalms are also part of our daily prayers, giving voice to our desire to connect with God.

For many of us, though, the Tehillim remain an enigma. How exactly do we apply King David’s prayers to our own situation? How do we arouse our hearts with words that we may not understand fully? In short, how do we find ourselves in the Psalms?

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov shows us how. His teachings probe and extract the deeper meaning of Psalms and their import for our daily lives. With incisive commentary and original insights, the Rebbe transforms our saying of Tehillim from rote recital to genuine prayer. The next time you “say Tehillim,” say it with The Power of Psalms. With Rebbe Nachman at your side, you can indeed find yourself and your inspiration in the Psalms.

The first volume covers until Psalm 41. Volume 2 covers until Psalm 72.

The set is finally available after being out of stock for a long time.
SET OF 8 CDS OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF BRESLOVER CHASSIDIM - WITH !COMPLIMENTARY USB STICK

The repertoire of Breslover melodies, some dating as far back to Rebbe Nachman himself, is colorful and beautiful. The songs, when sung with holy intents, are aimed at connecting a person to Hashem at the highest of levels.

This set consists of 8 CDs. 5 of which cover the entire Shabbat experience:

1. Azamer Bishvochin - the melodies of the Friday night davening along with the first part of the Friday night table melodies
2. Me'eyn Olam Haboh - the second part of the Friday night table melodies, along with part of the songs sung during the Shabbat morning prayer service
3. Asader LiSeudos - Shabbat day table songs
4. B'nei Heicholo - Shabbat afternoon table songs
5. B'Moitso'ei Yoim Menuchoh - Saturday night Motza'ei Shabbat table songs

The other 3 CDs consist of song and melodies on happy and inspirational occasions, along with melodies sung for spiritual arousal:

1. Ashreinu
2. Plooh
3. Kochvei Boker

WE HAVE ALSO INCLUDED A COMPLIMENTARY USB STICK THAT INCLUDES ALL 8 CD'S IN MP3 FORMAT

SKU: N/A
₪220.00 :Price

TEST

Test

SKU: N/A
₪164.00 :Price
RABBI NACHMAN'S STORIES - RUSSIAN

Translated and annotated by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan
Our Sages told stories to convey the deepest secrets about God and His relationship to the world. Rebbe Nachman expertly plied this ancient art to create some of the most intriguing stories and parables ever told. More elaborate than any previous teachings, the Rebbe's allegorical stories are fast-moving, richly-structured and deeply insightful, while containing all the ingredients of a marvelously entertaining read

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪40.00 :Price

KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED (LIKUTEY MOHARAN)

Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s growing following in today’s English-speaking world.
Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

Read more
SKU: KITH6
₪165.90 ₪169.90 :Price
THROUGH FIRE AND WATER: THE LIFE OF REBBE NOSON - RUSSIAN

Through Fire and Water: The Life of Rebbe Nson – Russian

Why did Rebbe Nachman’s followers never choose another rebbe? How has the Breslover movement survived and flourished for nearly 200 years? To find the answer, meet Reb Noson, the Rebbe’s closest disciple, who devoted his life to bringing the Rebbe’s message of faith, hope and joy to the world. Defying opposition from his own family and persecution by other Chassidic movements, Reb Noson single-handedly ensured the continuation of Breslover Chassidut for centuries to come. This thoroughly-researched biography will keep you riveted for hours as you relive Reb Nson’s life step by step. Includes full background information, maps and indices

By Chaim Kramer
Edited by Avraham Greenbaum

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price

THROUGH FIRE AND WATER: THE LIFE OF REBBE NOSON - YIDDISH

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.90 :Price

GET STARTED SET

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪320.00 :Price
REBBE NACHMAN'S TIKKUN HARDCOVER

Depression — one of the greatest illnesses of modern times — stems from man's abuse of his God-given powers. Rebbe Nachman reveals a wondrous antidote, the Tikkun HaKlali (General Remedy), which attacks the flaw by drawing on the most creative force in the universe: song.

Read more
SKU: REBI5
₪60.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 9

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM9
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 6

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 7

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM7
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 8

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM8
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 3

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM3
₪ 86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 4

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus

Read more
SKU: LM4
₪ 86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 5

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM5
₪ 86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 15

The final volume.
The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5” x 9.5”. Hardback.
Volume 15: Part II, Lessons 73-125

Read more
SKU: LIKYXVXP6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 14

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5” x 9.5”. Hardback
Volume 14: Part II, Lessons 25-72

Read more
SKU: LIK72SI96
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 1

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM1
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 11

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM11
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 2

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM2
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 12

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman's magnum opus, containing all his major lessons.

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer
Volume 12: Part II, Lessons 1-5

Read more
SKU: LM12
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 13

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons.

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5? x 9.5?. Hardback
Volume 13: Part II, Lessons 7-24

Read more
SKU: LIKZ6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 10

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM10
₪86.00 :Price
BEST SELLERS

THE LEGACY - THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF RABBI ZVI ARYEH ROSEN Feld

The Modern Day Pioneer Who Brought Breslover Chassidus to American and Nurtured its Growth

Hardcover

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 ₪119.90 :Price

ANATOMY OF THE SOUL

Read more
SKU: ANAH2
₪59.90 ₪85.90 :Price
THE BRESLOV BENCHE PACKAGE DEAL - 6 COPY SET

The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabat songs) with English translation. Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into eating and the Birkat Hamazon

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪119.00 :Price

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go

**Restore My Soul** - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight

**Outpouring of the Soul** - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, know as *hitbodedut*

**Rebbe Nachman’s Tikkun** - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes

**The Treasury of Unearned Gifts** - Rebbe Nachman's seminal teaching (*Likutey Moharan* II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope

**Healing Leaves** - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb Yitzchak

Softcover

Read more
SKU: PPP-1
₪99.90 ₪139.90 :Price
THE POTENCY OF PRAYER

The prayers of a person are the service of his spirit, and stand in an extremely lofty place.

These prayers of a person split open the heavens and open windows Above in order to ascend [to its intended goal]" (Zohar II, 201a

Do we ever entertain the idea that prayer itself is the key to our salvation? Why don’t we exert ourselves even just a little bit more to pour out our hearts in prayer and supplication? Perhaps it’s because we don’t grasp the potency of prayer. Is it reasonable that we can open our hearts and reach out to an unseen God who hears and listens to every word we articulate? Do we find it so hard to understand that there is a God who created us and wants us to turn to Him for help for every difficulty we experience.

Our forefathers prayed with their own words, flowing from their hearts. Today’s Siddur is based on the established prayers from the time of the second Beis HaMikdash (around 350 B.C.E.) some 2,400 years ago. Are the prayers still relevant today? How often do we recite the prayers by rote, without really understanding the meaning behind the words? What is the reason for the specific order of the prayers? What is the purpose of each prayer? And most importantly, what are we expected to accomplish with our prayers.

The Potency of Prayer, based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810), a leading Chassidic master, and his closest disciple, Reb Noson (1780-1844), offers a comprehensive explanation of the daily prayers, including Shabbos, Rosh Chodesh and Festivals.

By reviewing the entire Siddur, The Potency of Prayer delves into the reason behind each prayer and explains how the prayers are interconnected. With a blend of straightforward commentary and Kabbalistic insights, you will discover the power that lies behind the words and realize the potency of your efforts.

Hardcover

pages 475
CROSSING THE NARROW BRIDGE - FRENCH

By Chaim Kramer
Edited by Moshe Mykoff

Rebbe Nachman said: “The world is a very narrow bridge. The main thing is not to be afraid.” This upbeat, down-to-earth book gives clear, detailed guidance for applying Rebbe Nachman’s teachings to our everyday lives. Exploring a broad range of topics – from joy, peace and charity to earning a living, taking care of one’s health, and raising children – this work answers many of the practical and technical questions that puzzle those who are making their first acquaintance with Breslov teachings.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price

DAY BY DAY: CHOK BRESLOV – A DAILY DOSE OF REBBE NACHMAN

Day by Day, is a new concept to help you master the whole of Breslov teachings – and make Rebbe Nachman’s guidance and encouragement part of your everyday life.

each day, you’ll spend a short time studying excerpts from ten major Breslov works. On this schedule, you’ll complete all these books in a year’s time. These include the Rebbe’s seminal teachings: The Aleph-bet Book, Rebbe Nachman’s Stories, Tzaddik, and Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom. Also included are works by Reb Noson which exemplify and illuminate the Rebbe’s teachings: Kitzur Likutey Moharan, Reb Noson’s Prayers, and Reb Noson’s Letters.

Each softcover volume contains a complete month of study. A thirteenth .volume is provided for the extra month (Adar II) in leap years.

Rebbe Nachman’s teachings are transformative, bringing fresh perspectives to everyday trials and challenges. Day by Day, let Rebbe Nachman be at your side, guiding and encouraging you to succeed in this world and the next.

Read more
SKU: 6847
₪499.00 ₪699.00 :Price
Rebbe Nachman once advised his foremost disciple, Reb Noson, to collect the names of the Tzaddikim and to recite them. Recitation of their names, he taught, arouses their merit to bring about changes in the Act of Creation, thereby altering Nature, for the good.

This book contains all the names of the Tzaddikim mentioned in all the books of the Bible, as well as all the sages of the Talmud, down through the centuries to our current era. Stating that the merit of the tzaddikim stands to the credit of those who remember them, that their requests for matters, both spiritual and material, be answered, Reb Noson writes in his closing prayer: “And let the light of wisdom and knowledge be opened within us, that we may learn, teach and keep all the words of the Torah they have taught us.

Forward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM (WITH TIKKUN HAKLALI)

Forward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian
EARNING A LIVING EARNING A LIFE

The daily grind. Grunt work. Working like a dog. If we view work as a curse, we’ll miss the incredible benefits that it gives us and all of humanity. For starters, it enables us to increase holiness in the world, open the channels of bounty from above, and spread the peace and security of Shabbat – our “day off” – to the rest of the week

Read more
SKU: E-11
₪69.00

BETWEEN ME & YOU

Prayers for women, in English and Hebrew, drawn from the words of Rav Noson’s Likutey Tefilot

Adapted by Yitzchok Bell
Compact Soft Cover / 351 pages

Read more
SKU: BETS0MWJ13
₪39.90

HIDDEN TREASURES

In this book, Rebbe Nachman elucidates one of the first secrets of Creation? how God went about creating the world as we know it? and applies its lessons to our own quest for physical, financial, emotional and spiritual success

Read more
SKU: HIDT1
₪43.00
BIOGRAPHY / HISTORY

THE LEGACY - THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF RABBI ZVI ARYEH ROSENFELD

The Modern Day Pioneer Who Brought Breslover Chassidus to American and Nurtured it's Growth

Hardcover

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 ₪119.90 :Price

THROUGH FIRE AND WATER: THE LIFE OF REBBE NOSON

This thoroughly-researched biography will keep you riveted for hours as you relive Reb Nison’s life step by step. Includes full background information, maps and indices

Hardcover. 779 pages. Appendices and Index.
Size: 6” x 9”

Read more
SKU: THRN8
₪99.00 :Price
TZADDIK, A PORAIT OF RABBI NACHMAN ((NEW EDITION)

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
An intimate biographical portrait of Rebbe Nachman by the one who knew him best ? Reb Noson, his closest disciple. Containing numerous conversations and a variety of the Rebbe’s sayings, stories, dreams and visions, this work gives readers a clearer picture of who Rebbe Nachman was and the import of his teachings. Annotated, with full source references and supplementary information. Hardcover, 543 pages. Index.
Size: 6” x 9”

THIS LAND IS MY LAND

This contemporary work views the Promised Land through a truly unique historical lens, using the lessons of the Bible, Talmud and Kabbalah, as expounded in the teachings of Rebbe Nachman

UNTIL THE MASHIACH, THE LIFE OF RABBI NACHMAN

This definitive account of Rebbe Nachman’s life By Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan, traces his career in rich detail, day by day and year by year

Paperback 379 pages. Appendices and Index.
Size: 6” x 9”
REBBE NACHMAN AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROSH HASHANAH TABLE

The Modern-Day Adventures of People Who Found Their Way to Uman
Compiled by D. Shapiro
Like a powerful magnet, the grave of Rebbe Nachman in Uman attracts visitors from across the globe. On Rosh HaShanah ? the day that Rebbe Nachman said was most propitious for being close to him ? the crowds swell to 25,000 and more. Here, in their own words, are the stories of men who made that journey. They come from all parts of the world and from all backgrounds - religious, not religious, even converts - but they share one goal: a search for meaning and inspiration. Pull up a chair and join us. And perhaps next year, you'll tell us your story, too.
Softcover. 304 pages.
"Size: 6" x 8.75"

AGAINST ALL ODDS

The Incredible Story of an American Chassid Who Broke Through the Iron Curtain to Reach Rebbe Nachman’s Grave in Uman

Read more
SKU: AGAU8
₪64.00 :Price
BOOKS OF THE MONTH

THE LEGACY - THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF RABBI ZVI ARYEH ROSENFELD

The Modern Day Pioneer Who Brought Breslover Chassidus to American and Nurtured it's Growth

Hardcover

Read more

SKU: N/A

₪ 99.90 ₪ 119.90

SET OF 8 CDS OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF BRESLOVER CHASSIDIM - WITH !COMPLIMENTARY USB STICK

The repertoire of Breslover melodies, some dating as far back to Rebbe Nachman himself, is colorful and beautiful. The songs, when sung with holy intents, are aimed at connecting a person to Hashem at the highest of levels.

This set consists of 8 CDs. 5 of which cover the entire Shabbat experience:
- Azamer Bishvochin - the melodies of the Friday night davening along with the first part of the Friday night table melodies
- Me'eyn Olam Haboh - the second part of the Friday night table melodies, along with part of the songs sung during the Shabbat morning prayer service
- Asader LiSeudosos - Shabbat day table songs
- B'nei Heicholo - Shabbat afternoon table songs
- B'Moitso'ei Yoim Menuchoh - Saturday night Motza'ei Shabbat table songs

The other 3 CDs consist of song an melodies on happy and inspirational occasions, along with melodies sung for spiritual arousal:
- Ashreinu
- Plioh
- Kochvei Boker

WE HAVE ALSO INCLUDED A COMPLIMENTARY USB STICK THAT INCLUDES ALL
KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED (LIKUTEY MOHARAN)

Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s growing following in today’s English-speaking world.

Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

REBBE NACHMAN’S TORAH - 3 VOLUME SET

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer
Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a "handbook" of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table
THE ALEPH-BET BOOK, NEW EDITION

Drawing from the wisdom of the Talmudic Sages, Rebbe Nachman wrote this collection of over 2,600 aphorisms on all aspects of life. Completely re-typeset for ease of reading and study, our 2015 edition includes the original Hebrew text with facing English translation.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 :Price

THE COLLECTED LETTERS OF REB NOSSON

Filled with encouragement and advice for putting Rebbe Nachman's teachings into daily practice, these letters speak intimately to each one of us. They inspire us to keep our minds on our true purpose in this world, and apply Rebbe Nachman's message of faith to our everyday challenges and trials.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.00 :Price

RESTORE MY SOUL

Completely New Edition

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum

No situation is so desperate that it cannot be turned to good. This is a book for everyone, no matter what their station in life. From the people of the Tanakh to the present day, no one is immune from the feelings of hopelessness and depression that worm their way into the best-laid plans and dreams. Yet giving up should not be in our vocabulary; instead, a life of positivity and joy awaits those who know the tools to succeed.

The classic Breslov work, Meshivat Nefesh, gives you those tools. Compiled by Reb Alter of Teplik, one of the leading Breslover chassidim in Europe in the early 20th century, it presents key teachings from Rebbe Nachman and his main disciple, Reb Noson, that point the way to inner fortitude and optimism. Beautifully typeset in a pocket-size, softcover English-language edition, this volume is perfect for daily study. With it, you can put hopelessness and despair aside, and draw from the wellsprings of joy and spiritual strength to
live the life you desire

Read more
SKU: RESR5
₪17.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN AND YOU

How the wisdom of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov can change your life

Read more
SKU: REB56RX3
₪39.00 :Price
HEALING LEAVES, PRESCRIPTIONS FOR INNER STRENGTH, MEANING AND HOPE - NEW EDITION

This handy, pocket-sized volume collects the inspiring words and advice disseminated by Reb Noson of Breslov in the many letters he wrote to his son and disciples.

The new 2021 revised edition includes completely new typesetting, high-quality gloss paper and a user-friendly binding.

Softcover, 128 pages.
Size: 4" x 6"

Read more
SKU: HEAR10
₪6.90 ₪26.00 :Price
CHANUKAH WITH REBBE NACHMAN OF BRESLOV - NEW, REVISED EDITION

Chanukah with Rebbe Nachman of Breslov

Chanukah, based on the timeless wisdom and eternal insight of the great chassidic master Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, shines light on one of the most widely observed Jewish holidays.

Pages, Soft Back 125

Read more
SKU: CHAU7
₪29.90 ₪39.90 :Price

ADVICE

Read more
SKU: ADV75
₪73.00 :Price
POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go

**Restore My Soul** - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight

**Outpouring of the Soul** - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, know as *hitbodedut*

**Rebbe Nachman’s Tikun** - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes

**The Treasury of Unearned Gifts** - Rebbe Nachman's seminal teaching (*Likutey Moharan* II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope

**Healing Leaves** - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb Yitzchak

Softcover

Read more

SKU: PPP-1

₪ 99.90 ₪ 139.90 :Price

DAY BY DAY: CHOK BRESLOV – A DAILY DOSE OF REBBE NACHMAN

Day by Day, is a new concept to help you master the whole of Breslov teachings – and make Rebbe Nachman’s guidance and encouragement part of your everyday life

Each day, you’ll spend a short time studying excerpts from ten major Breslov works. On this schedule, you’ll complete all these books in a year’s time. These include the Rebbe’s seminal teachings: The Aleph-bet Book, Rebbe Nachman’s Stories, Tzaddik, and Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom. Also included are works by Reb Noson which exemplify and illuminate the Rebbe’s teachings: *Kitzur Likutey Moharan*, Reb Noson’s Prayers, and Reb Noson’s Letters

Each softcover volume contains a complete month of study. A thirteenth volume is provided for the extra month (Adar II) in leap years

Rebbe Nachman’s teachings are transformative, bringing fresh perspectives to everyday trials and challenges. Day by Day, let Rebbe Nachman be at your side, guiding and encouraging you to succeed in this world and the next

Read more

SKU: 6847

₪ 499.00 ₪ 699.00 :Price
OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation

Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5

Read more
SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00 :Price

KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED) (LIKUTEY MOHARAN)

Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall

In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman's singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson's work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman's growing following in today's English-speaking world.

Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

Read more
SKU: KITH6
₪165.90 ₪169.90 :Price
TZADDIK, A PORAIT OF RABBI NACHMAN ((NEW EDITION)

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum

An intimate biographical portrait of Rebbe Nachman by the one who knew him best - Reb Noson, his closest disciple. Containing numerous conversations and a variety of the Rebbe's sayings, stories, dreams and visions, this work gives readers a clearer picture of who Rebbe Nachman was and the import of his teachings. Annotated, with full source references and supplementary information.

Hardcover, 543 pages. Index.

Size: 6” x 9”

THE ALEPH-BET BOOK, NEW EDITION

Drawing from the wisdom of the Talmudic Sages, Rebbe Nachman wrote this collection of over 2,600 aphorisms on all aspects of life. Completely re-typeset for ease of reading and study, our 2015 edition includes the original Hebrew text with facing English translation

RABBI NACHMAN'S WISDOM NEW EDITION

The life and conversations of Rebbe Nachman

Translated by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan
THE BRESLOV HAGGADAH

The classic Pesach Haggadah, accompanied by Rebbe Nachman’s insights and other commentary drawn from Breslov and general sources. Includes the complete story of the Exodus and a wealth of Pesach anecdotes, plus Rebbe Nachman’s teachings about Chol HaMoed, the counting of the Omer, and the holiday of Shavuot. Attain true inner freedom this Pesach, with Rebbe Nachman as your guide.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price

LIKUTEY HALAKHOT VOL. 1

Likutey Halakhot (Collected Discourses) by Reb Noson of Breslov is a masterful work that explores Jewish law through the prism of the teachings of Rebbe Nachman.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪85.00 :Price
THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 6

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 7

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 3

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan

Translated by Yaacov David Shulman

Read more
SKU: THE84
₪48.00 :Price
THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 4

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: THEODD624
₪48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 5

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: THE7ZWQQ4
₪48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 1

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman’s Likutey Moharan.

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum

Softcover.
Size: 5” x 8”

Read more
SKU: FG1
₪48.00 :Price
THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 2

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman’s Likutey Moharan

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
Softcover.
Size: 5” x 8

THE COLLECTED LETTERS OF REB NOSSON

Filled with encouragement and advice for putting Rebbe Nachman’s teachings into daily practice, these letters speak intimately to each one of us. They inspire us to keep our minds on our true purpose in this world, and apply Rebbe Nachman’s message of faith to our everyday challenges and trials

RESTORE MY SOUL

Completely New Edition

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum

No situation is so desperate that it cannot be turned to good. This is a book for everyone, no matter what their station in life. From the people of the Tanakh to the present day, no one is immune from the feelings of hopelessness and depression that worm their way into the best-laid plans and dreams. Yet giving up should not be in our vocabulary; instead, a life of positivity and joy awaits those who know the tools to succeed

The classic Breslov work, Meshivat Nefesh, gives you those tools. Compiled by Reb Alter of Teplik, one of the leading Breslover chassidim in Europe in the early 20th century, it presents key teachings from Rebbe Nachman and his main disciple, Reb Noson, that point the way to inner fortitude and optimism. Beautifully typeset in a pocket-size, softcover English-language edition, this
volume is perfect for daily study. With it, you can put hopelessness and despair aside, and draw from the wellsprings of joy and spiritual strength to live the life you desire.

Read more
SKU: RESR5
₪17.00 :Price

TEFILIN, A CHASSIDIC DISCOURSE BY RABBI NATHAN OF BRESLOV

In this translation of Likutey Halakhot, Tefilin 5, Reb Noson probes the “soul” of the mitzvah of tefilin from every angle - connecting it to the very essence of Jewish wisdom and belief.

Read more
SKU: TEFH2
₪35.00 :Price

RABBI NACHMAN’S STORIES

Translated and annotated by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan
Our Sages told stories to convey the deepest secrets about God and His relationship to the world. Rebbe Nachman expertly plied this ancient art to create some of the most intriguing stories and parables ever told. More elaborate than any previous teachings, the Rebbe’s allegorical stories are fast-moving, richly-structured and deeply insightful, while containing all the ingredients of a marvelously entertaining read. Rabbi Kaplan’s running commentary, drawn from the writings of Rebbe Nachman’s students, gives English-speaking readers access to authentic interpretations of these stories for the first time.
Hardcover. 552 pages. Bibliography and Index.
Size: 6” x 9”

Read more
SKU: RABH6
₪84.00 ₪88.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 9

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM9
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 6

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 7

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM7
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 8

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM8
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 3

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM3
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 4

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus

Read more
SKU: LM4
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 5

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM5
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 15

The final volume.
The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5” x 9.5”. Hardback.
Volume 15: Part II, Lessons 73-125

Read more
SKU: LIKYXVXP6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 14

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5? x 9.5?. Hardback
Volume 14: Part II, Lessons 25-72

Read more
SKU: LIK72SI96
₪86.00 :Price
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 1

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM1
₪86.00

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 11

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM11
₪86.00

FIFTIETH GATE- LIKUTEY TEFILOT 7 VOL. SET

The 7 volume set of Reb Noson’s prayers, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman’s Likutey Moharan

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum & Yaacov David Shulman

Read more
SKU: FIFROL844
₪249.00 ₪299.00

Price
THE SEVEN PILLARS OF FAITH/A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BRESLOVER CHASID

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

This convenient, pocket-sized work presents a concise formulation of the seven basic principles which are at the root of all of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings. To put these ideas into practice, Rabbi Yitzchak Breiter (d. 1943), a Breslover leader in prewar Poland, offers a Seder HaYom (Order of the Day) encompassing the spiritual practices most strongly emphasized by Rebbe Nachman — including daily prayer, hitbodedut, study, eating in holiness, earning a living, giving charity, and more.

Softcover. 60 pages. Footnotes.
Size: 4.5” x 6”

Read more
SKU: THET5
₪13.00

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 2

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, presented with facing punctuated Hebrew text.

Read more
SKU: LM2
₪86.00

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 12

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman's magnum opus, containing all his major lessons.

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer
Volume 12: Part II, Lessons 1-5

Read more
SKU: LM12
₪86.00
LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 13

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman's magnum opus, containing all his major lessons.

Translated by Moshe Mykoff
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

Size: 6.5? x 9.5?. Hardback
Volume 13: Part II, Lessons 7-24

Read more
SKU: LIKZ6
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN VOLUME 10

The first authoritative translation of Rebbe Nachman’s magnum opus, containing all his major lessons. Presented with facing Hebrew text

Read more
SKU: LM10
₪86.00 :Price

LIKUTEY MOHARAN SET: VOLUMES 1-15

This set includes all 15 volumes of Likutey Moharan, see the individual volumes for more information

Read more
SKU: LM1-15
₪1,149.00 :Price
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

AMAZING STORIES OF ANCIENT TIMES: REBBE NACHMAN'S STORIES FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Rebbe Nachman said that stories are often told to help people fall asleep, but his stories are meant to wake people up.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪59.00 :Price

THE LOST PRINCESS

The Lost Princess," is the first of Rebbe Nachman's famous thirteen tales." This 66 page full color book, is beautifully illustrated by Rabbi Dovid Sears and is truly a delightful read for children. Paperback,8.5" x 11" ISBN-13:978-1500324209

Read more
SKU: THEMMF129
₪39.00 ₪49.00 :Price
A CHILDREN'S TREASURY OF REBBE NACHMAN'S TALES

Rebbe Nachman?s memorable stories for children.
This book contains 4 tales in one

Read more
SKU: ACXK4VP9
₪69.90 :Price
DISCOUNT PACKAGES & SETS

THE PERSONAL PRAYER SET

The following four books are major tools, guidelines and examples on how to express yourself before Hashem

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM - selected examples from the book of Psalms which show how to express your heart before Hashem

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS - a step-by-step guide on how to consistently and successfully do hitbodedut daily, with tons of examples of different modes of expression

THE FLAME OF THE HEART - selected relevant prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot giving us an opening and example of how to express oneself openly before Hashem

ENTERING THE LIGHT - selected prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot on the highlight festivals of the entire year, giving us a means to express our joy and yearning in experiencing these special moments of the year

SKU: N/A
₪120.00 ₪130.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S SHEET MUSIC BOOK SET

The traditional music of Chasidei Breslov

SKU: REBDJ7BW17
₪239.90 :Price
CD SHABBAT MUSIC SET 5

THE TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF CHASIDEI BRESLOV

Read more
SKU: 5C4GS3117
₪33.00 :Price
EXPLORATIONS

ANATOMY OF THE SOUL

Read more
SKU: ANAH2
₪ 59.90 ₪ 85.90 :Price

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go

**Restore My Soul** - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight

**Outpouring of the Soul** - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, know as hitbodedut

**Rebbe Nachman’s Tikkun** - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes

**The Treasury of Unearned Gifts** - Rebbe Nachman's seminal teaching (Likutey Moharan II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope

**Healing Leaves** - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb Yitzchak

Softcover

Read more
SKU: PPP-1
₪ 99.90 ₪ 139.90 :Price
BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT

Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton

The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages' words, Rebbe Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov insights into the deeper significance of the Sages' words; short essays on key Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography .and explanatory notes

Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25" x 10.5

REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - 3 VOLUME SET

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a "handbook" of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah .learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table

Read more
SKU: REBPL6R32
₪169.00 ₪189.00 :Price
**THIS LAND IS MY LAND**

This contemporary work views the Promised Land through a truly unique historical lens, using the lessons of the Bible, Talmud and Kabbalah, as expounded in the teachings of Rebbe Nachman.

Hardcover. 388 pages.
Size: 6” x 9”

[Read more](#)

SKU: THI22
₪69.00 :Price

---

**WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS**

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov recommended the practice called hitbodedut. This is a how-to book.

[Read more](#)

SKU: WHE11
₪59.00 :Price

---

**THE TREE THAT STANDS BEYOND SPACE**

By Dovid Sears
For thousands of years, the Jewish mystical tradition was a carefully-guarded secret, its profound insights concealed in often bewildering riddles and hints. Then the Baal Shem Tov, founder of Chassidism, and his great-grandson, Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, made those teachings not only accessible but applicable to all. This eye-opening introduction to some of Rebbe Nachman's teachings highlights the experiential aspects of his approach to Divine illumination, taming the mind, transcending conflict, meditation, and more.

Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 5.5" x 8.5"

[Read more](#)

SKU: THEC5
₪35.00 :Price
THE WATER CASTLE

This ground-breaking work presents Reb Noson’s original ideas and interpretations related to Rebbe Nachman’s awesome story, ‘The Seven Beggars.

Paperback. Approx. 256 pages

Read more
SKU: THEZ4BPD2
₪45.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN’S TORAH - SHEMOT/VAYIKRA

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a ‘handbook’ of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table.

Volume 2: Exodus (Shemot) and Leviticus (Vayikra). 448 pages

Read more
SKU: REB43IQW2
₪69.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN’S TORAH - BAMIDBAR, DEVARIM

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a ‘handbook’ of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table.

Read more
SKU: REBIHHPS2
₪69.00 :Price
REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - BEREISHIS

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a handbook of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table.

Volume 1: Genesis (Bereishit). 352 pages

Read more
SKU: REBB6VVP2
₪65.00 ₪69.00

REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL SET - VOLUME 1+2

Rebbe Nachman?s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman?s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe Nachman?s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld?s vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the ring of truth.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪125.00

Price
REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL - VOLUME 2

Rebbe Nachman’s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman's Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld’s vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the ring of truth.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL - VOLUME 1

Rebbe Nachman’s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld’s vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the ring of truth.

x 9"(15.24 x 22.86 cm)? 6"
400 pages

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price

Based on Rebbe Nachman's teachings and insights, this book fleshes out the person who will be called "Mashiach," and shows us how we can hasten his long-awaited arrival by cultivating Mashiach-like qualities in ourselves.

Read more
 SKU: MAS42
 ₪69.00 :Price

LIGHT - TSOHAR, WATER - MAYIM

Rebbe Nachman's Tsohar (Light) teaches us how to bring light into all situations and illuminate the path to our real selves.

In Mayim (Water), Rebbe Nachman explores the idea of free will based on the Talmudic account of the four Sages who entered Paradise.

Read more
 SKU: LIGF1
 ₪26.00 :Price

?I WILL SING! - AZAMRA!, WHERE? - AYEH

In Azamra! (I will sing!), the Rebbe points the way to happiness by finding the "good points" in ourselves and others. Rebbe Nachman's Ayeh? (Where?), shows us how to find hope in even the darkest, most desperate situations.

Softcover. 182 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
 SKU: IWJ2
 ₪26.00 :Price
GARDEN OF SOULS

In this lesson, Rebbe Nachman shows us how faith makes it possible to find meaning in the trials of this world, and to turn all challenges into opportunities for elevation and profound joy.

Read more
SKU: GAR22
₪35.00 :Price

BNEI AVRAHAM AHUVECHA: GERIM IN CHASSIDIC THOUGHT

This book presents the story behind the story— the mystical teachings found within Chassidic literature that illuminate the hidden inner world of the ger

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪39.90 :Price

A BIT MORE ADVICE

Likutey Eitzot (Advice) is a seminal work in Breslov literature. Compiled by Reb Noson, the leading disciple of Rebbe Nachman, it presents a wealth of practical pointers gleaned from the Rebbe’s teachings to help readers live with greater awareness and purpose. Nearly one hundred years after the publication of Likutey Eitzot, Reb Shimshon Barski, a direct descendant of Rebbe Nachman, translated selections from this work into Yiddish to make them more accessible to the Jews of his day. He interwove his own commentary into the narrative, adding richness and depth to its message. This English translation of Reb Shimshon’s work brings Rebbe Nachman’s teachings to an even wider, worldwide audience. The Rebbe’s timeless insights inspire one and all to lead a truly meaningful, fulfilling life.

x 9”(15.24 x 22.86 cm)? 6”
432 pages

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price
THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 1 PSALMS 1-41

Insights and inspiration drawn from classic Breslov teachings to enhance your saying of Tehillim – Volume 1

Read more
SKU: THESBXOV2
₪86.00 :Price

THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 2 PSALMS 42-72

INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATION DRAWN FROM CLASSIC BRESLOV TEACHINGS TO ENHANCE YOUR SAYING OF TEHILLIM ? VOLUME 2

Read more
SKU: 9781930000000.00
₪66.00 :Price

MORE BLESSED TO GIVE

By Chaim Kramer
We all know that when someone gives to charity, the recipient is helped. But what about the giver? This enlightening volume reveals the fantastic blessings gained by the donor, his family, and the world at large from every charitable act. It also offers practical tips for setting priorities – who to give to, when and where – and steering clear of unworthy causes. Discover the powerful influence of charity on the benefactor and his universe, and reap the great rewards of giving to others.

Softcover. 256 pages
Size: 6” x 9”

Read more
SKU: MORNK7UZ2
₪45.00 :Price
INTRODUCTORY

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go:

- **Restore My Soul** - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight.
- **Outpouring of the Soul** - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, know as hitbodedut.
- **Rebbe Nachman's Tikkun** - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes.
- **The Treasury of Unearned Gifts** - Rebbe Nachman's seminal teaching (Likutey Moharan II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope.
- **Healing Leaves** - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb Yitzchak.

Softcover

Read more
SKU: PPP-1
₪99.90 ₪139.90

OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation.

Softcover. 96 pages.

"Size: 4.5" x 6.5"

Read more
SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00
THE REBBE'S SHABBOS TABLE

Here is a collection of insights on the weekly parashah and Jewish holidays unlike any you've ever seen. Based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman, each pinpoints a difficult question, concept or mitzvah found in the parashah and shows how the answer leads to greater self-awareness and spiritual growth. The question-and-answer format and contemporary language engage readers (and listeners) of all backgrounds.

SKU: N/A
₪75.00 :Price

BETWEEN ME &YOU

Prayers for women, in English and Hebrew, drawn from the words of Rav Noson's Likutey Tefilot

Adapted by Yitzchok Bell
Compact Soft Cover / 351 pages

SKU: BETS0MWJ13
₪39.90 :Price
WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov recommended the practice called hitbodedut. This is a how-to book

Read more
SKU: WHE11
₪59.00 :Price

THE GENTLE WEAPON

These soul-stirring prayers strengthen the heart while bringing us closer to God and a deeper understanding of ourselves

Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THED1
₪49.00 :Price

THE EMPTY CHAIR

A treasury of insights and advice for living joyously and spiritually, designed for people of all faiths and even of no faith

Published by Jewish Lights

Softcover. 114 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THE710
₪49.00 :Price
RESTORE MY SOUL

Completely New Edition

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum

No situation is so desperate that it cannot be turned to good. This is a book for everyone, no matter what their station in life. From the people of the Tanakh to the present day, no one is immune from the feelings of hopelessness and depression that worm their way into the best-laid plans and dreams. Yet “giving up” should not be in our vocabulary; instead, a life of positivity and joy awaits those who know the tools to succeed.

The classic Breslov work, Meshivat Nefesh, gives you those tools. Compiled by Reb Alter of Teplik, one of the leading Breslover chassidim in Europe in the early 20th century, it presents key teachings from Rebbe Nachman and his main disciple, Reb Noson, that point the way to inner fortitude and optimism. Beautifully typeset in a pocket-size, softcover English-language edition, this volume is perfect for daily study. With it, you can put hopelessness and despair aside, and draw from the wellsprings of joy and spiritual strength to live the life you desire.

REBBE NACHMAN AND YOU

How the wisdom of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov can change your life

Read more
SKU: REB56RX3
₪39.00 :Price
LIGHT - TSOHAR, WATER - MAYIM

Rebbe Nachman's Tsohar (Light) teaches us how to bring light into all situations and illuminate the path to our real selves.

In Mayim (Water), Rebbe Nachman explores the idea of free will based on the Talmudic account of the four Sages who entered Paradise.

Read more
SKU: LIGF1
₪26.00 :Price

HEALING LEAVES, PRESCRIPTIONS FOR INNER STRENGTH, MEANING AND HOPE - NEW EDITION

This handy, pocket-sized volume collects the inspiring words and advice disseminated by Reb Noson of Breslov in the many letters he wrote to his son and disciples.

The new 2021 revised edition includes completely new typesetting, high-quality gloss paper and a user-friendly binding.

Softcover. 128 pages.
Size: 4” x 6”

Read more
SKU: HEAR10
₪6.90 ₪26.00 :Price
HIDDEN TREASURES

In this book, Rebbe Nachman elucidates one of the first secrets of Creation — how God went about creating the world as we know it — and applies its lessons to our own quest for physical, financial, emotional and spiritual success.

Read more
SKU: HIDT1
₪43.00 :Price

?I WILL SING! - AZAMRA!, WHERE? - AYEH

In Azamra! (I will sing!), the Rebbe points the way to happiness — by finding the "good points" in ourselves and others. Rebbe Nachman’s Ayeh? (Where?), shows us how to find hope in even the darkest, most desperate situations.
Softcover. 182 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: IWJ2
₪26.00 :Price

CROSSING THE NARROW BRIDGE

Rebbe Nachman said: “The world is a very narrow bridge. The main thing is not to be afraid.” This upbeat, down-to-earth book gives clear, detailed guidance for applying Rebbe Nachman's teachings to our everyday lives.

"Size: 5.5" x 8.5

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price
BRESLOV INTRODUCTORY SET

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪160.00 :Price

THE SEVEN PILLARS OF FAITH/A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BRESLOVER CHASID

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
Annotated by Chaim Kramer

This convenient, pocket-sized work presents a concise formulation of the seven basic principles which are at the root of all of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings. To put these ideas into practice, Rabbi Yitzchak Breiter (d. 1943), a Breslover leader in prewar Poland, offers a Seder HaYom (Order of the Day) encompassing the spiritual practices most strongly emphasized by Rebbe Nachman— including daily prayer, hitbodedut, study, eating in holiness, earning a living, giving charity, and more

Softcover. 60 pages. Footnotes.
Size: 4.5” x 6”

Read more
SKU: THET5
₪13.00 :Price
MUSIC & STORY CASSETTES AND CD'S

PLIOH - COMPACT DISC

.Dance and meditative songs from the Breslov tradition

Read more
SKU: PLIQ11
₪33.00 :Price

ME'EYN OLOM HABO - COMPACT DISC

The same criteria of authenticity, clarity and taste have guided this second presentation of songs for the Friday evening meal and Shabbos morning prayer service, including more of Rabbi Nachman's own melodies

Read more
SKU: MEV11
₪33.00 :Price

BNEI HEICHULO - COMPACT DISC

The Traditional Music of Chasidei Breslov | Shabbos 4
Leyl Shabbos Music | Shalosh Seudot / Seudot Shelishit / Third Meal Zemirot
Musical Research and Production by Ben Zion Solomon
Ten Tracks

Read more
SKU: BNEUFJDF11
₪7.81 :Price
KOKHVEY BOKER - COMPACT DISC

More dance and meditative songs from the Breslov repertoire

Read more
SKU: KOK211
₪33.00 :Price

BMOITSOEI YOIM MNUCHOH - COMPACT DISC

THE TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF CHASIDEI BRESLOV - Motsoei Shabbat Zemirot / Music

Read more
SKU: BMOXZFGZ11
₪33.00 :Price

AZAMER BISHVOCHIN - COMPACT DISC

A full-scale production of favorite Breslov Shabbos melodies, including Lecho Dodi, joyous dance tunes, the hauntingly beautiful Eishes Chayil and the regal . Azamer BiShvochin by Rebbe Nachman himself

Read more
SKU: AZA911
₪33.00 :Price
ASHREINU - COMPACT DISC

Dance, joyous and meditative tunes, from the rich Breslov repertoire, including Rebbe Nachman's personal meditative melody

Read more
SKU: ASHI11
₪33.00 :Price

ASADER LIS’UDOSO - COMPACT DISC

. The Shabbos morning table songs

Read more
SKU: ASA411
₪33.00 :Price
NEW RELEASES

CHANUKAH WITH REBBE NACHMAN OF BRESLOV - NEW, REVISED EDITION

Chanukah with Rebbe Nachman of Breslov

Chanukah, based on the timeless wisdom and eternal insight of the great chassidic master Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, shines light on one of the most widely observed Jewish holidays

Pages, Soft Back 125

Read more
SKU: CHAU7
₪29.90 ₪39.90 :Price

THE LEGACY - THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF RABBI ZVI ARYEH ROSENFELD

The Modern Day Pioneer Who Brought Breslover Chassidus to American and Nurtured it’s Growth

Hardcover

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 ₪119.90 :Price
(THE BRESLOV SIDDUR SET (BORDEAUX)

This siddur set, with English translation by a world-renowned lecturer and teacher, was designed not just as a prayer book, but as a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers. These beautifully designed masterpieces contain all weekday, Shabbat and Holiday prayers in Hebrew, according to Nusach Sefard, with English translation. The clear, lucid translation includes inserted words or phrases to clarify the meaning and greatly expand comprehension and awareness.

They also include extensive introductions and insights on the prayers from Rebbe Nachman, Reb Noson, and many other commentators, to help the reader experience new vitality and sweetness in prayer.

**Read more**

**SKU:** N/A

**Price:** ₪211.00

---

THE POTENCY OF PRAYER

*The prayers of a person are the service of his spirit, and stand in an” extremely lofty place*

*These prayers of a person split open the heavens and open windows Above in (order to ascend [to its intended goal]” (Zohar II, 201a)*

Do we ever entertain the idea that prayer itself is the key to our salvation? Why don’t we exert ourselves even just a little bit more to pour out our hearts in prayer and supplication? Perhaps it’s because we don’t grasp the potency of prayer. Is it reasonable that we can open our hearts and reach out to an unseen God who hears and listens to every word we articulate? Do we find it so hard to understand that there is a God who created us and wants us to turn to Him for help for every difficulty we experience?

Our forefathers prayed with their own words, flowing from their hearts. Today’s Siddur is based on the established prayers from the time of the second Beis HaMikdash (around 350 B.C.E.) some 2,400 years ago. Are the prayers still relevant today? How often do we recite the prayers by rote, without really understanding the meaning behind the words? What is the reason for the specific order of the prayers? What is the purpose of each prayer? And most importantly, what are we expected to accomplish with our prayers?

*The Potency of Prayer*, based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810), a leading Chassidic master, and his closest disciple, Reb Noson (1780-1844), offers a comprehensive explanation of the daily prayers, including Shabbos, Rosh Chodesh and Festivals.

By reviewing the entire Siddur, *The Potency of Prayer* delves into the reason behind each prayer and explains how the prayers are interconnected. With a blend of straightforward commentary and Kabbalistic insights, you will discover the power that lies behind the words and realize the potency of your
THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION (BLUE)

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers.

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND (YOM TOV (BLUE)

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long.
**THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND YOM TOV (BORDEAUX)**

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long.

**The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov**

- **SKU:** N/A
- **Price:** ₪119.00

---

**THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION) (BORDEAUX)**

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers.

**The Breslov Siddur - Complete (Weekday Edition)**

- **SKU:** N/A
- **Price:** ₪101.00

---

**THE TREASURY OF UNEARNED GIFTS**

By Chaim Kramer

Would you like to be rich? really rich? Would you like to be able to turn what seems like nothing into something of great value? Then come make a withdrawal from the Treasury of Unearned Gifts. Combining timeless wisdom with contemporary insight, Rebbe Nachman illuminates the way to happiness and contentment in life. Unlock the untold treasuries within yourself, and live like a millionaire for eternity! This book tells you how.

- **Softcover. 98 pages.**
- **Size:** 5” x 8”

**The Treasury of Unearned Gifts**

- **SKU:** THEM10
- **Price:** ₪26.00
OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation.

Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5"

SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00

KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED (LIKUTEY MOHARAN)

Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s growing following in today’s English-speaking world.

Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

SKU: KITH6
₪165.90 ₪169.90

Read more
BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT

Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton

The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages’ words, Rebbe Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov insights into the deeper significance of the Sages’ words; short essays on key Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography and explanatory notes

Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25” x 10.5"

Read more
SKU: BREK2
₪110.00:Price

AMAZING STORIES OF ANCIENT TIMES:
REBBE NACHMAN’S STORIES FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Rebbe Nachman said that stories are often told to help people fall asleep, but his stories are meant to wake people up

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪59.00:Price
THE ALEPH-BET BOOK, NEW EDITION

Drawing from the wisdom of the Talmudic Sages, Rebbe Nachman wrote this collection of over 2,600 aphorisms on all aspects of life. Completely re-typeset for ease of reading and study, our 2015 edition includes the original Hebrew text with facing English translation.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 :Price
NEWLY PUBLISHED

THE LEGACY - THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF RABBI ZVI ARYEH ROSENFELD

The Modern Day Pioneer Who Brought Breslover Chassidus to American and Nurtured it's Growth

Hardcover

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.90 ₪119.90 :Price

ADVICE

Read more
SKU: ADV75
₪73.00  :Price
The prayers of a person are the service of his spirit, and stand in an extremely lofty place.

These prayers of a person split open the heavens and open windows Above in order to ascend [to its intended goal]" (Zohar II, 201a)

Do we ever entertain the idea that prayer itself is the key to our salvation? Why don’t we exert ourselves even just a little bit more to pour out our hearts in prayer and supplication? Perhaps it’s because we don’t grasp the potency of prayer. Is it reasonable that we can open our hearts and reach out to an unseen God who hears and listens to every word we articulate? Do we find it so hard to understand that there is a God who created us and wants us to turn to Him for help for every difficulty we experience?

Our forefathers prayed with their own words, flowing from their hearts. Today’s Siddur is based on the established prayers from the time of the second Beis HaMikdash (around 350 B.C.E.) some 2,400 years ago. Are the prayers still relevant today? How often do we recite the prayers by rote, without really understanding the meaning behind the words? What is the reason for the specific order of the prayers? What is the purpose of each prayer? And most importantly, what are we expected to accomplish with our prayers?

The Potency of Prayer, based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810), a leading Chassidic master, and his closest disciple, Reb Noson (1780-1844), offers a comprehensive explanation of the daily prayers, including Shabbos, Rosh Chodesh and Festivals.

By reviewing the entire Siddur, The Potency of Prayer delves into the reason behind each prayer and explains how the prayers are interconnected. With a blend of straightforward commentary and Kabbalistic insights, you will discover the power that lies behind the words and realize the potency of your efforts.
THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION (BLUE)

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers

Read more
SKU: THEL86LB4
₪101.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND (YOM TOV (BLUE)

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long

Read more
SKU: 978-1-928822-84-4
₪119.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION (BORDEAUX)

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪101.00 :Price
Shemot Hatzaddikim - Names of the Tzaddikim

With additional material in Russian

Rebbe Nachman once advised his foremost disciple, Reb Noson, to collect the names of the Tzaddikim and to recite them. Recitation of their names, he taught, arouses their merit to bring about changes in the Act of Creation, thereby altering Nature, for the good.

This book contains all the names of the Tzaddikim mentioned in all the books of the Bible, as well as all the sages of the Talmud, down through the centuries to our current era. Stating that the merit of the tzaddikim stands to the credit of those who remember them, that their requests for matters, both spiritual and material, be answered, Reb Noson writes in his closing prayer: “And let the light of wisdom and knowledge be opened within us, that we may learn, teach and keep all the words of the Torah they have taught us.

Foreward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian

THE TREASURY OF UNEARNED GIFTS

By Chaim Kramer

Would you like to be rich? Really rich? Would you like to be able to turn what seems like nothing into something of great value? Then come make a withdrawal from the Treasury of Unearned Gifts. Combining timeless wisdom with contemporary insight, Rebbe Nachman illuminates the way to happiness and contentment in life. Unlock the untold treasuries within yourself, and live like a millionaire for eternity! This book tells you how.

Softcover. 98 pages.
Size: 5” x 8”

Read more
SKU: THEM10
₪26.00 :Price
OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation.

Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5"

SKU: OUTZ10
₪ 17.00

KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED
(LIKUTEY MOHARAN

Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s growing following in today’s English-speaking world.
Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

SKU: KITH6
₪ 165.90 ₪ 169.90

Read more
BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT

Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton

The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages' words, Rebbe Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov insights into the deeper significance of the Sages' words; short essays on key Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography and explanatory notes

Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25" x 10.5

DISCOVER REBBE NACHMAN'S LIFE-CHANGING WISDOM SET

These authoritative translations of 3 of Rebbe Nachman's fundamental books open the layman and novice alike to the heart and spirit of the Rebbe's teachings, showing their fresh relevance to today's day and age. All 3 books come with full annotations and notes

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪239.90 ₪249.90 :Price
EARNING A LIVING EARNING A LIFE

The daily grind. Grunt work. Working like a dog. If we view work as a curse, we’ll miss the incredible benefits that it gives us and all of humanity. For starters, it enables us to increase holiness in the world, open the channels of bounty from above, and spread the peace and security of Shabbat – our “day off” – to the rest of the week.

Read more
SKU: E-11
₪69.00

THE REBBE’S SHABBOS TABLE

Here is a collection of insights on the weekly parashah and Jewish holidays unlike any you’ve ever seen. Based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman, each pinpoints a difficult question, concept or mitzvah found in the parashah and shows how the answer leads to greater self-awareness and spiritual growth. The question-and-answer format and contemporary language engage readers (and listeners) of all backgrounds.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪75.00
THE BRESLOV BENCHER

The Breslov Bencher

The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabat songs) with facing English translation. Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into eating and the Birkhat Hamazon.

190 Pages, Hardback

Read more

SKU: THEU7

₪39.00

LIKUTEY HALAKHOT VOL. 1

Likutey Halakhot (Collected Discourses) by Reb Noson of Breslov is a masterful work that explores Jewish law through the prism of the teachings of Rebbe Nachman

Read more

SKU: N/A

₪85.00
CHANUKAH WITH REBBE NACHMAN OF BRESLOV - NEW, REVISED EDITION

Chanukah with Rebbe Nachman of Breslov

Chanukah, based on the timeless wisdom and eternal insight of the great chassidic master Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, shines light on one of the most widely observed Jewish holidays.

Pages, Soft Back 125

Read more
SKU: CHAU7
₪29.90 ₪39.90 :Price

THE BRESLOV HAGGADAH FAMILY PACK

!!!SPECIAL

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪390.00 :Price
THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND YOM TOV (BLUE)

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long.

Read more
SKU: 978-1-928822-84-4
₪119.00

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND YOM TOV (BORDEAUX)

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪119.00

THE REBBE'S SHABBOS TABLE

Here is a collection of insights on the weekly parashah and Jewish holidays unlike any you've ever seen. Based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman, each pinpoints a difficult question, concept or mitzvah found in the parashah and shows how the answer leads to greater self-awareness and spiritual growth. The question-and-answer format and contemporary language engage readers (and listeners) of all backgrounds.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪75.00
THE BRESLOV BENCHER

The Breslov Bencher

The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabbat songs) with facing English translation. Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into eating and the Birkhat Hamazon. 190 Pages, Hardback

Read more
SKU: THEU7
₪39.00

THE BRESLOV HAGGADAH

The classic Pesach Haggadah, accompanied by Rebbe Nachman’s insights and other commentary drawn from Breslov and general sources. Includes the complete story of the Exodus and a wealth of Pesach anecdotes, plus Rebbe Nachman’s teachings about Chol HaMoed, the counting of the Omer, and the holiday of Shavuot. Attain true inner freedom this Pesach, with Rebbe Nachman as your guide

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00

THE SWEETEST HOUR - NEW, REVISED EDITION

This book explains the meaning and purpose of Tikkun Chatzot (the Midnight Lament) and contains the first complete English translation of this inspiring service.

Softcover. 206 pages.
Size: 4.5” x 6.5”

Read more
THE INNER TEMPLE

This collection of insights and inspiration connects the physical Temple with the “inner Temple” within each Jew, showing us how we can better the world and fully experience God's presence once again.

Softcover. 110 pages.
"Size: 5" x 8

Read more
ENTERING THE LIGHT

This collection of 80 prayers for all major days on the Jewish calendar is fully referenced with the wide range of scriptural, rabbinic and liturgical citations that Reb Noson weaves into his prayers.

Softcover. 288 pages.
Size: 5.5” x 8”

SKU: ENT44
₪48.00 :Price

ESTHER, A BRESLOV COMMENTARY ON THE MEGILLAH

This work includes the full Hebrew text of the Megillah and insights into the meaning of Purim and its mitzvot – gifts to the poor, gifts to friends, the festive meal, and joyous insobriety.

Softcover. 160 pages. Appendices.
Size: 6” x 8.5

SKU: N7
₪35.00 :Price

7TH HEAVEN, SHABBAT WITH REBBE NACHMAN OF BRESLOV

By Moshe Mykoff
Master the art of consciously observing Shabbat by viewing the day’s traditional religious practices within the context of life’s spiritual dynamics. This original work illuminates the deeper meaning and purpose of a wide range of Shabbat observances, showing how each law or custom fits within the comprehensive scheme of the Shabbat mosaic.

Softcover. 208 pages.
Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

SKU: 7THG7
₪49.00 :Price
PRAYER

( THE BRESLOV SIDDUR SET (BORDEAUX

This siddur set, with English translation by a world-renowned lecturer and teacher, was designed not just as a prayer book, but as a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers. These beautifully designed masterpieces contain all weekday, Shabbat and Holiday prayers in Hebrew, according to Nusach Sefard, with English translation. The clear, lucid translation includes inserted words or phrases to clarify the meaning and greatly expand comprehension and awareness.

They also include extensive introductions and insights on the prayers from Rebbe Nachman, Reb Noson, and many other commentators, to help the reader experience new vitality and sweetness in prayer.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪211.00 :Price

THE PERSONAL PRAYER SET

The following four books are major tools, guidelines and examples on how to express yourself before Hashem:

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM - selected examples from the book of Psalms itself which show how to express your heart before Hashem

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS - a step-by-step guide on how to consistently and successfully do hitbodedut daily, with tons of examples of different modes of expression

THE FLAME OF THE HEART - selected relevant prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot giving us an opening and example of how to express oneself openly before Hashem

ENTERING THE LIGHT - selected prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot on the highlight festivals of the entire year, giving us a means to express our joy and yearning in experiencing these special moments of the year

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪120.00 ₪130.00 :Price
THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION (BLUE)

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers

Read more
SKU: THEL86LB4
₪101.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND (YOM TOV (BLUE)

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long

Read more
SKU: 978-1-928822-84-4
₪119.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND (YOM TOV (BORDEAUX

The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪119.00 :Price
THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE (WEEKDAY EDITION (BORDEAUX)

This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper meaning of the prayers

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪101.00 :Price

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM (WITH TIKKUN (HAKLALI)

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪45.00 :Price

OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation

Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5

Read more
SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00 :Price
THE BRESLOV BENCHER

The Breslov Bercher

The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabat songs) with facing English translation. Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into eating and the Birkhat Hamazon.

190 Pages, Hardback

Read more
SKU: THEU7
₪39.00 :Price

BETWEEN ME &YOU

Prayers for women, in English and Hebrew, drawn from the words of Rav Noson’s?Likutey Tefilot

Adapted by Yitzchok Bell
Compact Soft Cover / 351 pages

Read more
SKU: BETS0MWJ13
₪39.90 :Price

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov recommended the practice called hitbodedut. This is a how-to book

Read more
SKU: WHE11
₪59.00 :Price
THE SWEETEST HOUR - NEW, REVISED EDITION

This book explains the meaning and purpose of Tikkun Chatzot (the Midnight Lament) and contains the first complete English translation of this inspiring service.

Softcover. 206 pages.
Size: 4.5” x 6.5”

Read more
SKU: THEE4
₪19.90 ₪24.90 :Price

THE FLAME OF THE HEART

Translations of selected prayers from Likutey Tefilot on a variety of topics.
Softcover. 110 pages.
Size: 5” x 8”

Read more
SKU: THEH4
₪35.00 :Price
THE GENTLE WEAPON

These soul-stirring prayers strengthen the heart while bringing us closer to God and a deeper understanding of ourselves.

Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THED1
₪ 49.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 6

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs.

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪ 48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 7

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs.

Translated by Yaacov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪ 48.00 :Price
THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 3

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan

Translated by Yaakov David Shulman

Read more
SKU: THE84
₪48.00

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 4

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaakov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: THEODD624
₪48.00

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 5

Unique in Jewish spiritual literature, Likutey Tefilot includes prayers and supplications on every topic, suiting all moods and needs

Translated by Yaakov Dovid Shulman

Read more
SKU: THE7ZWQQ4
₪48.00
THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 1

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan.
Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
Softcover.
Size: 5" x 8"

Read more
SKU: FG1
₪48.00 :Price

THE FIFTIETH GATE VOLUME 2

The prayers of Reb Noson, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan
Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
Softcover.
Size: 5" x 8"

Read more
SKU: FG2
₪48.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S TIKKUN (SOFT COVER EDITION)

Read more
SKU: 9780930000000.00
₪25.00 :Price
REBBE NACHMAN'S TIKKUN HARDCOVER

Depression — one of the greatest illnesses of modern times — stems from man's abuse of his God-given powers. Rebbe Nachman reveals a wondrous antidote, the Tikkun HaKlali (General Remedy), which attacks the flaw by drawing on the most creative force in the universe: song.

Read more
SKU: REBI5
₪60.00

ENTERING THE LIGHT

This collection of 80 prayers for all major days on the Jewish calendar is fully referenced with the wide range of scriptural, rabbinic and liturgical citations that Reb Noson weaves into his prayers.

Softcover. 288 pages.
Size: 5.5” x 8”

Read more
SKU: ENT44
₪48.00

FIFTIETH GATE- LIKUTEY TEFILOT 7 VOL. SET

The 7 volume set of Reb Noson's prayers, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan.

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum & Yaacov David Shulman

Read more
SKU: FIFROL844
₪249.00 ₪299.00

Price
THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 1 PSALMS 1-41

Insights and inspiration drawn from classic Breslov teachings to enhance your saying of Tehillim - Volume 1

Read more
SKU: THESBX0V2
₪86.00 :Price

THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 2 PSALMS 42-72

INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATION DRAWN FROM CLASSIC BRESLOV TEACHINGS TO ENHANCE YOUR SAYING OF TEHILLIM ? VOLUME 2

Read more
SKU: 9781930000000.00
₪66.00 :Price
RUSSIAN BOOKS

SHEMOT HATZADDIKIM - NAMES OF THE TZADDIKIM

with additional material in Russian

Rebbe Nachman once advised his foremost disciple, Reb Noson, to collect the names of the Tzaddikim and to recite them. Recitation of their names, he taught, arouses their merit to bring about changes in the Act of Creation, "thereby altering Nature, for the good.

This book contains all the names of the Tzaddikim mentioned in all the books of the Bible, as well as all the sages of the Talmud, down through the centuries to our current era. Stating that the merit of the tzaddikim stands to the credit of those who remember them, that their requests for matters, both spiritual and material, be answered, Reb Noson writes in his closing prayer: "And let the light of wisdom and knowledge be opened within us, that we may learn, teach and keep all the words of the Torah they have taught us.

Forward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪25.00 :Price

CROSSING THE NARROW BRIDGE - RUSSIAN

By Chaim Kramer
Edited by Moshe Mykoff

Rebbe Nachman said: "The world is a very narrow bridge. The main thing is not to be afraid." This upbeat, down-to-earth book gives clear, detailed guidance for applying Rebbe Nachman's teachings to our everyday lives. Exploring a broad range of topics - from joy, peace and charity to earning a living, taking care of one's health, and raising children - this work answers many of the practical and technical questions that puzzle those who are making their first acquaintance with Breslov teachings.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪50.00 :Price
ANATOMY OF THE SOUL - RUSSIAN

By Chaim Kramer with Avraham Sutton

Since man was created “in the image of God,” each organ of the human body has a spiritual as well as physical meaning. This fascinating study uncovers the mystical connection between each aspect of the human body – the skeletal and muscular system, the circulatory and respiratory systems, the reproductive system, and more – and the Ten Sefirot, plus the five levels of the soul. Heighten your awareness of the awesome spiritual power you have at your fingertips, and in all your other limbs as well.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price

THE EMPTY CHAIR - RUSSIAN

Adapted by Moshe Mykoff

A treasury of insights and advice for living joyously and spiritually, designed for people of all faiths – and even of no faith. With brilliant simplicity, Rebbe Nachman shows us how to fill the empty chair – the alienated self – by leaving sadness and embracing hope and joy.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪24.90 :Price

HIDDEN TREASURES - RUSSIAN

By Chaim Kramer with Yitzchok Bell

What made Rebbe Nachman different from many other Chassidic masters was his ability to access the mysteries of the Kabbalah and extract practical advice for living life to the fullest. Here the Rebbe elucidates one of the first secrets of Creation – how God went about creating the world as we know it – and applies its lessons to our own quest for physical, financial, emotional and spiritual success. An invaluable guide for achieving personal greatness.
RABBI NACHMAN'S STORIES - RUSSIAN

Translated and annotated by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan

Our Sages told stories to convey the deepest secrets about God and His relationship to the world. Rebbe Nachman expertly plied this ancient art to create some of the most intriguing stories and parables ever told. More elaborate than any previous teachings, the Rebbe’s allegorical stories are fast-moving, richly-structured and deeply insightful, while containing all the ingredients of a marvelously entertaining read.

THROUGH FIRE AND WATER: THE LIFE OF REBBE NOSON - RUSSIAN

Through Fire and Water: The Life of Rebbe Noson - Russian

Why did Rebbe Nachman’s followers never choose another rebbe? How has the Breslover movement survived and flourished for nearly 200 years? To find the answer, meet Reb Noson, the Rebbe’s closest disciple, who devoted his life to bringing the Rebbe’s message of faith, hope and joy to the world. Defying opposition from his own family and persecution by other Chassidic movements, Reb Noson single-handedly ensured the continuation of Breslover Chassidut for centuries to come. This thoroughly-researched biography will keep you riveted for hours as you relive Reb Noson’s life step by step. Includes full background information, maps and indices.

By Chaim Kramer
Edited by Avraham Greenbaum
SALE

CHANUKAH WITH REBBE NACHMAN OF BRESLOV - NEW, REVISED EDITION

Chanukah with Rebbe Nachman of Breslov

Chanukah, based on the timeless wisdom and eternal insight of the great chassidic master Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, shines light on one of the most widely observed Jewish holidays

Pages, Soft Back 125

Read more
SKU: CHAU7
₪29.90 ₪39.90 :Price

THE BRESLOV BENCHER PACKAGE DEAL - 6 COPY SET

The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabat songs) with English translation. Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into eating and the Birkat Hamazon

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪119.00 :Price
THE PERSONAL PRAYER SET

The following four books are major tools, guidelines and examples on how to express yourself before Hashem:

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM - selected examples from the book of Psalms - itself which show how to express your heart before Hashem

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS - a step-by-step guide on how to consistently and successfully do hitbodedut daily, with tons of examples of different modes of expression

THE FLAME OF THE HEART - selected relevant prayers from Reb Nison's Likutey Tefilot giving us an opening and example of how to express oneself openly before Hashem

ENTERING THE LIGHT - selected prayers from Reb Nison's Likutey Tefilot on the highlight festivals of the entire year, giving us a means to express our joy and yearning in experiencing these special moments of the year

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go:

Restore My Soul - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight

Outpouring of the Soul - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, know as hitbodedut

Rebbe Nachman's Tikkun - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes

The Treasury of Unearned Gifts - Rebbe Nachman's seminal teaching (Likutey Moharan II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope

Healing Leaves - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Nison to his son Reb Yitzchak

Softcover
Rebbe Nachman once advised his foremost disciple, Reb Noson, to collect the names of the Tzaddikim and to recite them. Recitation of their names, he taught, arouses their merit to bring about changes in the Act of Creation, thereby altering Nature, for the good.

This book contains all the names of the Tzaddikim mentioned in all the books of the Bible, as well as all the sages of the Talmud, down through the centuries to our current era. Stating that the merit of the tzaddikim stands to the credit of those who remember them, that their requests for matters, both spiritual and material, be answered, Reb Noson writes in his closing prayer: “And let the light of wisdom and knowledge be opened within us, that we may learn, teach and keep all the words of the Torah they have taught us.”

Foreward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian

GET STARTED SET
DISCOVER REBBE NACHMAN'S LIFE-CHANGING WISDOM SET

These authoritative translations of 3 of Rebbe Nachman's fundamental books open the layman and novice alike to the heart and spirit of the Rebbe's teachings, showing their fresh relevance to today's day and age. All 3 books come with full annotations and notes

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪239.90 ₪249.90 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - 3 VOLUME SET

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a ?handbook? of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table

Read more
SKU: REBPL6R32
₪169.00 ₪189.00 :Price

EARNING A LIVING EARNING A LIFE

The daily grind. Grunt work. Working like a dog. If we view work as a curse, we'll miss the incredible benefits that it gives us and all of humanity. For starters, it enables us to increase holiness in the world, open the channels of bounty from above, and spread the peace and security of Shabbat – our “day off” – to the rest of the week

Read more
SKU: E-11
₪69.00 :Price
THE GENTLE WEAPON

These soul-stirring prayers strengthen the heart while bringing us closer to God and a deeper understanding of ourselves

Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THED1
₪49.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL SET - VOLUME 1+2

Rebbe Nachman’s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld’s vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the ring of truth

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪125.00 :Price

BRESLOV BEST SELLER DUO

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price
SETS

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET

This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with you wherever you go.

**Restore My Soul** - filled with hope and inspiration not to give up and to keep on going even when things are tight.

**Outpouring of the Soul** - Inspiration to practice personal and secluded prayer and meditation, known as hitbodedut.

**Rebbe Nachman’s Tikkun** - The specific 10 Psalms which, as revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage caused by even the worst sins and blemishes.

**The Treasury of Unearned Gifts** - Rebbe Nachman’s seminal teaching (Likutey Moharan II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist and that there is always hope.

**Healing Leaves** - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb Yitzchak.

Softcover

Read more

SKU: PPP-1

₪99.90 ₪139.90

DAY BY DAY: CHOK BRESLOV – A DAILY DOSE OF REBBE NACHMAN

Day by Day, is a new concept to help you master the whole of Breslov teachings – and make Rebbe Nachman’s guidance and encouragement part of your everyday life.

Each day, you’ll spend a short time studying excerpts from ten major Breslov works. On this schedule, you’ll complete all these books in a year’s time. These include the Rebbe’s seminal teachings: The Aleph-bet Book, Rebbe Nachman’s Stories, Tzaddik, and Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom. Also included are works by Reb Noson which exemplify and illuminate the Rebbe’s teachings: Kitzur Likutey Moharan, Reb Noson’s Prayers, and Reb Noson’s Letters.

Each softcover volume contains a complete month of study. A thirteenth volume is provided for the extra month (Adar II) in leap years.

Rebbe Nachman’s teachings are transformative, bringing fresh perspectives to everyday trials and challenges. Day by Day, let Rebbe Nachman be at your
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to offer practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This first-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable, 2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew original, or learn directly from the fluent and lucid English presentation. The text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s growing following in today’s English-speaking world.

Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).

Size: 5.5” x 8.5”

REBBE NACHMAN’S TORAH - 3 VOLUME SET

Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer

Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking readers a ?handbook? of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table.
REBBE NACHMAN'S SHEET MUSIC BOOK SET

The traditional music of Chasidei Breslov

Read more
SKU: REBDJ7BW17
₪239.90

THE COLLECTED LETTERS OF REB NOSSON

Filled with encouragement and advice for putting Rebbe Nachman’s teachings into daily practice, these letters speak intimately to each one of us. They inspire us to keep our minds on our true purpose in this world, and apply Rebbe Nachman’s message of faith to our everyday challenges and trials

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪99.00

REBBE NACHMAN’S SOUL SET - VOLUME 1+2

Rebbe Nachman’s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe Nachman’s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld’s vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the ring of truth

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪125.00
FIFTIETH GATE- LIKUTEY TEFILOT 7 VOL. SET

The 7 volume set of Reb Noson's prayers, which are based on the enduring lessons in Rebbe Nachman's Likutey Moharan

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum & Yaacov David Shulman

Price

SKU: FIFROL844
₪249.00 ₪299.00

BRESLOV INTRODUCTORY SET

Price

SKU: N/A
₪160.00

LIKUTEY MOHARAN SET: VOLUMES 1-15

This set includes all 15 volumes of Likutey Moharan, see the individual volumes for more information

Price

SKU: LM1-15
₪1,149.00
SHEET MUSIC

BMOITSOEI YOIM MNUCHOH - SHEET MUSIC BOOK VOLUME 3

The traditional music of Chasidei Breslov, transcribed with chords and presented in a scholarly tome, fully researched and annotated

Size: 8" x 11." 46 pages

Softback

Read more
SKU: BMOFMO2G12
₪49.90 :Price

AZAMER BISHVOCHIN - SHEET MUSIC BOOK VOLUME 1

The traditional music of Chasidei Breslov, transcribed with chords and presented in a scholarly tome, fully researched and annotated

Size: 8" x 11." 125 pages

Softback

Read more
SKU: AZAU12
₪64.97 :Price
ASHREINU - SHEET MUSIC BOOK VOLUME 4

Traditional Music of Chassidei Breslov

Size: 8” x 11.” 102 pages

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪59.90 :Price

ASADER LIS'UDOSO - SHEET MUSIC BOOK VOLUME 2

The traditional music of Chasidei Breslov, transcribed with chords and presented in a scholarly tome, fully researched and annotated

Size: 8” x 11.” 46 pages

Softback. Spiral binding

Read more
SKU: ASAZ12
₪59.90 :Price
SELF HELP

ANATOMY OF THE SOUL

Read more
SKU: ANAH2
₪59.90 ₪85.90 :Price

THE PERSONAL PRAYER SET

The following four books are major tools, guidelines and examples on how to:
express yourself before Hashem

CALLING OUT TO HASHEM - selected examples from the book of Psalms
itself which show how to express your heart before Hashem

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS - a step-by-step guide on how to
consistently and successfully do hitbodedut daily, with tons of examples of
different modes of expression

THE FLAME OF THE HEART - selected relevant prayers from Reb Noson's
Likutey Tefilot giving us an opening and example of how to express oneself
openly before Hashem

ENTERING THE LIGHT - selected prayers from Reb Noson's Likutey Tefilot on the
highlight festivals of the entire year, giving us a means to express our joy
and yearning in experiencing these special moments of the year

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪120.00 ₪130.00 :Price
CROSSING THE NARROW BRIDGE – FRENCH

By Chaim Kramer
Edited by Moshe Mykoff

Rebbe Nachman said: “The world is a very narrow bridge. The main thing is not to be afraid.” This upbeat, down-to-earth book gives clear, detailed guidance for applying Rebbe Nachman’s teachings to our everyday lives. Exploring a broad range of topics – from joy, peace and charity to earning a living, taking care of one’s health, and raising children – this work answers many of the practical and technical questions that puzzle those who are making their first acquaintance with Breslov teachings.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price

THE TREASURY OF UNEARNED GIFTS

By Chaim Kramer
Would you like to be rich? really rich? Would you like to be able to turn what seems like nothing into something of great value? Then come make a withdrawal from the Treasury of Unearned Gifts. Combining timeless wisdom with contemporary insight, Rebbe Nachman illuminates the way to happiness and contentment in life. Unlock the untold treasuries within yourself, and live like a millionaire for eternity! This book tells you how.

Softcover. 98 pages.
Size: 5” x 8”

Read more
SKU: THEM10
₪26.00 :Price
OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW EDITION

This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history of Jewish prayer and meditation.

Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5

Read more
SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00 :Price

THE REBBE'S SHABBOS TABLE

Here is a collection of insights on the weekly parashah and Jewish holidays unlike any you've ever seen. Based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman, each pinpoints a difficult question, concept or mitzvah found in the parashah and shows how the answer leads to greater self-awareness and spiritual growth. The question-and-answer format and contemporary language engage readers (and listeners) of all backgrounds.

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪75.00 :Price
**THE GENTLE WEAPON**

These soul-stirring prayers strengthen the heart while bringing us closer to God and a deeper understanding of ourselves.

Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THED1
₪49.00 :Price

---

**THE EMPTY CHAIR**

A treasury of insights and advice for living joyously and spiritually, designed for people of all faiths - and even of no faith.

Published by Jewish Lights

Softcover. 114 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: THE710
₪49.00 :Price

---

**LIGHT - TSOHAR, WATER - MAYIM**

Rebbe Nachman's Tsohar (Light) teaches us how to bring light into all situations and illuminate the path to our real selves.

In Mayim (Water), Rebbe Nachman explores the idea of free will based on the Talmudic account of the four Sages who entered Paradise.

Read more
SKU: LIGF1
₪26.00 :Price
HEALING LEAVES, PRESCRIPTIONS FOR INNER STRENGTH, MEANING AND HOPE - NEW EDITION

This handy, pocket-sized volume collects the inspiring words and advice disseminated by Reb Noson of Breslov in the many letters he wrote to his son and disciples.

The new 2021 revised edition includes completely new typesetting, high-quality gloss paper and a user-friendly binding.

Softcover. 128 pages.
Size: 4” x 6”

SKU: HEAR10
₪6.90 ₪26.00

HIDDEN TREASURES

In this book, Rebbe Nachman elucidates one of the first secrets of Creation - how God went about creating the world as we know it - and applies its lessons to our own quest for physical, financial, emotional and spiritual success.

SKU: HIDT1
₪43.00

I WILL SING! - AZAMRA!, WHERE? - AYEH

In Azamra! (I will sing!), the Rebbe points the way to happiness by finding the “good points” in ourselves and others.
Rebbe Nachman's Ayeh? (Where?)? shows us how to find hope in even the darkest, most desperate situations.

Softcover. 182 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6"

SKU: IWJ2
₪26.00
In this lesson, Rebbe Nachman shows us how faith makes it possible to find meaning in the trials of this world, and to turn all challenges into opportunities for elevation and profound joy.

Read more

SKU: GAR22
₪35.00 : Price
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